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EDITORIAL
DENNIS ANDREWS, F5VHY
A year ago, a freak twister collapsed my tower
and left my cherished Optibeam 16-3 a grounded
wreck. In recent months, I have been busy
salvaging pieces to put a somewhat shortened
tower back in place and repairing the beam.
So I was pleased to welcome Ian – G3YBY/F5VKT
and Ron – GW3YDX/F4VSM back at their summer
homes here in SW France and to be able to enlist
their help in getting things back in the air. In the
midst of some very hot weather, we were able to find a relatively cool morning and
led by Ron’s proficient mechanical engineering skills, things were soon back ready for
action and we retired to a shady terrace for a pleasant lunch with the girls.
So once again, F5VHY is fully operational on the HF bands. But is there anything to
work? And, more to the point, will there much to work in the future?
The records show that during 2018 there were 221 days (61%) devoid of sunspots
with a similar pattern emerging for 2019. The reflectors discuss what the possible
absolute minimum figure for solar flux is – it seems to be 65 or 66. New research
suggests that we are headed for a Maunder Minimum that will last for at least three
solar cycles – up to 2055.
There will be many of us who can recall the halcyon DXing days of the 50s and 60s
with the solar flux regularly topping 200 and the MUF high enough to support direct
6m propagation with the band open to North America via F2. With no allocated band
at that time, UK amateurs could only work cross-band 6/10m – but that was not
always easy as the MUF would sometimes go so high that 10m would be affected by
absorption!
It seems that those days are gone for ever – at least for current generations. So
where does that leave the hobby for those with interests in the HF spectrum? It may
be that DXing using conventional modes – CW and SSB – will increasingly become the
province of those with lots of real estate and above average locations.
So is it really reasonable for some to question the viability of contacts made using
the expanding range of data modes? For many, struggling with onerous planning
laws, restricted space and ever increasing local noise, it can be their only way of
putting DX in the log.
Perhaps we should accept that, provided it is governed by the requirement for an
appropriate licence, it should all be seen as valid parts of an on-going hobby.
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TRANSMISSION LINES
CHRIS DUCKLING, G3SVL
I’m drafting this on the plane home from Friedrichshafen.
It was great to see so many members, particularly our
overseas members, there. There’s a write up elsewhere in this
edition but suffice to say I enjoyed it immensely.
The big item to report upon this time is the very successful
CDXC Convention and AGM. There is a full report elsewhere in
this edition but the bottom line is that the feedback on the
day and from the after-event survey was extremely positive.
There are some lessons to be learned but all of those are easily sorted for next time.
If you weren’t there you missed a great gathering, five excellent talks, a super raffle
and an above average three course meal. The event was so successful that planning is
already in place for a repeat in 2020 with the same format at the same venue. The
date will be early May and will be announced very shortly.
At the AGM, we announced recipients of the CDXC 2019 Local Heroes Award. It
went jointly to Mike, VP8NO and Bob, VP8LP. The CDXC Committee felt they had
consistently pushed the Falklands Islands well down the most wanted list, willingly
set up skeds, advised and supported visiting amateurs from all corners of the world
and generally 'been there' for the rest of us. Well done guys.
The Committee has also awarded the 2019 G3RFX Award. This is in memory of
our sadly departed editor and goes to author of the Digest article adjudged by the
Committee to be the best in the six editions to May in each year. This year it goes to
Diégo Thobie, F4HAU for his article ‘3B7A from Saint Brandon Archipelago’ which
appeared in the September 2018 Digest. Congratulations to Diégo for such a good
article.
I joined my usual group (Windmill CG) for NFD this year. We were in the low
power unassisted section and congratulations go to the Radio Ga Ga CG who won
that section - all of their operators are CDXC members. The RSGB contest Committee
are to be congratulated for trying different things over the recent past in an attempt
to get more entries. But the concern remains that relative to the DLs, we are pitifully
represented as a nation. I like multi-op contests; they add to the social aspect of our
hobby and provide the opportunity to learn from others. If you weren’t part of a
team this year, why not plan to be next year.
One of the joys of operating from a field in the middle of nowhere is the absence
of man-made noise. The bands are so, so different. Signals that would normally be
buried below SMPS, VDSL, plasma TVs and other general 21st Century rubbish stand
out on the spectrum display and in the ears. Tony, G2NF gave a highly informative
talk at our Convention covering how to recognise different types of QRM and how to
ensure your own house and shack are ‘clean’. This must be enemy number one for
the future of our hobby.
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I was intrigued by the discussion on our Reflector in response to Dennis, F5VHY’s
article in the May Digest which posed the question ‘is CW dead?’ It made interesting
reading during CQ WPX CW where the bands were full of CW! The Reflector posts
soon turned into an FT8 bashing session - largely rehearsing previous arguments and
viewpoints. There is no doubt that if I call CQ on 20m I’d be lucky to get a reply yet
non-DX will still call me on FT8. The significant point - albeit from a small sample - is
that those who do call me on FT8 are predominantly new calls in my log. This
suggests they are not CW operators or contesters and are perhaps returning to the
hobby or are phone operators exploring a new mode. That would suggest the lack of
CW activity is because CW operators aren’t calling CQ / answering CQs from ‘routine’
DXCCs. I consider myself guilty in that respect too. The solution to ‘is CW dead’ must
therefore be in the hands of CW operators. Are others finding the same?
Returning to Club topics, the membership year started on 1st July. I’d like to thank
everyone who has renewed, and especially those who generously gave a donation
along with their subscription. If you have not renewed, please do so as soon as
possible. We allow a short period of grace to cater for personal circumstances but
after that membership will cease and you will be removed from the Reflector, as a
CDXC member within Club Log, and this will be the last Digest you receive. That all
sounds a bit draconian, but there is no reason for non-members to continue to retain
benefits. If for any reason you are not planning to renew I, and the secretary, would
appreciate you letting us know - particularly if we can do something about it.
Enjoy the summer and don’t forget now is the time to do all those outside
antenna jobs!
73 & Good DX
Chris

NEW MEMBERS
TONY BETTLEY, G4LDL
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new members:
Callsign
G3VM
G0VWP
M0CCA
M0YCL
MI0GTA
N9SW
VE3TG

Name
Daniel Grace
Terry Sayner
Steve Ramsden
Mark Forster
Stephen Gillespie
Gene Sochor
John Connor

QTH
Bristol
York
Plymouth
Stoke on Trent
Derry City
Wayne, IL
Kars, ONT
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CDXC COMMITTEE MEETING 20TH MAY 2019
The Committee held a meeting via SKYPE – all members were present. The
following represents a summary of the topics covered and decisions made. If you
would like more detail on any topic please contact the Secretary (details in the front
of this Digest).
2019 CDXC Convention
The Committee reviewed the event, the feedback scores and the comments from
attendees. Feedback was extremely positive with all items having average scores of
good or excellent. The time overrun of the talks was a problem for a few. There were
no adverse comments that cannot be easily rectified for the future. Initial indications
are that the event made a loss of circa £400. This was due to fewer attendees than
budgeted. Actions were recorded for the future.
2020 CDXC Convention
With the extremely positive feedback from this year’s event it was resolved to
repeat at the same venue and around the same weekend in 2020. The Secretary was
actioned to check availability and make a provisional booking. Earlier announcement
of the event and targeted marketing would be used to increase attendance. A
partners’ programme would also be put in place.
Rallies & RSGB Convention
It was agreed we would request a table in the Clubs area of the RSGB Convention.
It was also agreed to investigate a stand at the National Hamfest (Newark) and the
Blackpool Rally (April 2020). The decision for Friedrichshafen 2020 was held over
pending a report on the DX Plaza which will be inaugurated at this year’s show.
Updating the CDXC Constitution
It was agreed to review the Constitution to ‘bring it into the 21st Century’ and
present it at an EGM immediately prior to the 2020 AGM.
Retaining Trophies
The Committee will once again look at the subject of travelling Trophies following
the open discussion following the 2019 AGM. The Committee is strongly inclined to
retain all Trophies (one has not been returned and thus has not been engraved
/presented this year).
Administration
We are still in need of a representative for the RSGB Spectrum Forum –
volunteers to be sought. We will discuss with GMDX & FOC the costs of the Wild
Apricot system. We will engage further with the RSGB Special Interest Group (SIG)
representative.
The next meeting is scheduled for 15th July 2019 – the Committee welcomes
agenda topics from members.
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2018 CDXC DX MARATHON CHALLENGE
BOB BARDEN, MD0CCE

2018 saw continuing strong interest in the CDXC DX Marathon Challenge, with
more than 250 participants entering from 54 DXCCs on six continents.
According to the rules, a station may be awarded each of three trophies only once
in any three-year period. As a result, Oms PY5EG was not eligible to compete for
either the Club Log Trophy or the GM4FAM Trophy this year, as he was last year’s
winner of the CW trophy and the 2016 overall winner, but he is awarded this year’s
G3NUG Trophy for Top SSB Score with 257 DXCCs worked. That makes a clean sweep
for Oms in three consecutive years – an extraordinary achievement. This year’s
winner of the Club Log Trophy for highest overall score is Dick PA3FQA, with 270
DXCCs.
In the CW competition, the GM4FAM Trophy is awarded to John G3WGV with 232
DXCCs worked. Axel DL6KVA achieved the same number of DXCCs but John was
awarded the trophy based on band slots at 1192 vs. Axel’s 1136. Once again, the
competition was close with the top 19 participants in the overall Challenge within
90% of the winners score.
The top Intermediate score was by Alex 2EØOXF with 93 DXCCs, while again this
year there were no entries in the Foundation category. (I hope that everyone will
encourage new DXers to join the Challenge in 2019!) No Rookies stepped forward to
claim the Rookie award this year. The top scoring non-member was Marvin VE3VEE
with 273 DXCCs. All scores announced are totals after adjudication.
The final rankings for the winners were:
Award
Overall Winner - Club Log Trophy
CW High Score - GM4FAM Trophy
SSB High Score - G3NUG Trophy
2nd Place Overall Winner - Salver
3rd Place Overall Winner - Salver
4th Place Overall Certificate
5th Place Overall Certificate
6th Place Overall Certificate
7th Place Overall Certificate
8th Place Overall Certificate
9th Place Overall Certificate
10th Place Overall Certificate
1st Place - Foundation Class
1st Place - Intermediate Class
1st Place - Rookie Class
High Score, Non-Member

Call Sign
PA3FQA
G3WGV
PY5EG
MØNKR
ZL2IFB
OH2IS
PA2LO
GØDWV
N6RV
DL6KVA
MWØRLJ
G4PVM
None
2EØOXF
None
VE3VEE

DXCCs
270
232
257
265
257
256
252
251
240
235
232
227
93
273
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Under a rule changed approved by the Committee for the 2016 competition, a
station may be awarded each of the
Club Log GM4FAM
G3NUG
trophies only once in any three year period.
Station
Trophy
Trophy
Trophy
This year is the third year of awards under
EA1DR
2017
this rule and the stations who were
G3WGV
2018
awarded trophies in 2016 will be eligible to
MW0RLJ
2017
win those trophies again in 2019. The table
PA2LO
2016
on the left shows a summary of trophy
PA3FQA
2018
winners in each of the last three years that
PY5EG
2016
2017
2018
can be used to determine future trophy
WN4N
2016
eligibility.

Year
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Overall High
Score
281
288
283
277
270

If, like me, you had the general feeling that there was
less DX around to be worked in 2018 than in previous
years, you may be right. The table shows the high scores
in the CDXC DX Marathon Challenge for each of the last
five years.

In recognition of the rise of popularity of Machine Generated Modes (MGMs), a
new trophy will be awarded in 2019 to the high scoring station on MGMs. The new
trophy is named the President’s Trophy and is sponsored by Don G3XTT. MGMs
include RTTY, FT8, PSK and other data modes. Starting in 2019, four salvers will be
awarded, one to each of the four trophy winners.
Both during the year and in the final review at the end of the year, some of the
credits originally uploaded by participants were removed. Adjustments are typically
made due to typos, QSOs with pirate stations from entities that were not legitimately
active during the year, uploads made after the cut-off dates, and busted calls. Where
Club Log logs have been uploaded by DX stations, they are checked for confirmations.
While adjustments were made to some of the scores, they did not result in any
changes to the finishing order this year.
Two main resources are used for checking logs: Alan 5B4AHJ who maintains the
acceptances and exceptions for the Club Log database, and Joe W1JR’s excellent
annual DX report. These two in combination are a formidable body of DX knowledge,
and I acknowledge the great contributions of each.
Without Club Log, which allows quasi-real-time tracking of everyone’s progress,
the CDXC DX Marathon Challenge would not exist – thank you Michael and all of the
Club Log team for making such a useful tool available!
Congratulations to all the winners and good luck to all in the 2019 CDXC DX
Marathon Challenge!
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The G3RFX award recognises the contribution of past Digest
Editor Martyn Phillips and is awarded annually on the
recommendation of the Committee
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CDXC CONVENTION, DINNER AND 2019 AGM
CHRIS DUCKLING, G3SVL
As I reported in the January Digest, attendance at the Annual Dinner and Summer
Social/AGM had declined to a level where the effort involved in the organisation and
the need to guarantee minimum numbers was creating headaches for the
Committee. The decision to combine both events was taken at the end of last year
and the new combined event took place on 11th May 2019 at the Link Hotel,
Loughborough. It was a resounding success with lots of good feedback at the time
while the post-event survey supports this too. I have quoted the survey scores within
this report and summarised them at the end.
The Link Hotel is part of Loughborough University and was totally geared up for a
Convention and Dinner. Indeed, the room used for the AGM and five afternoon talks
was superb and we had a private dining room with its own bar. The staff were
friendly and efficient and those of us who stayed overnight were comfortable and
enjoyed a good breakfast. All in all, the hotel did us proud.
Some members and guests arrived on the Friday evening to start the social side
early. I gather they were rather distracted by an awards bash for the Loughborough
University ladies rugby team!
So how did the Saturday pan out? The hotel is easy to find unless your Sat Nav
took you to a set of bollards at a dead-end within 100m of the hotel! The road had
obviously been closed off permanently to avoid a rat-run, so that delayed Jenny and
me. When we arrived at 10:15 there were already a good collection of members and
partners having coffee and biscuits in an area reserved for CDXC. The coffee and tea
was replenished and we didn’t run out of biscuits. We were delighted this year to
have Seb F5UFX, Luis EA5KY and Sonia EA5HUS as overseas visitors.
AGM
The AGM was well attended and the minutes will appear in the September Digest.
We followed with an open session covering a few topics regarding the running of the
club, its awards and other general topics. After this, the CDXC Challenge Awards were
announced and trophies and salvers presented to those who were in attendance.
Attendees gave an average score of 4.9/5 for the AGM – that’s quite something in
itself!
Secretary Tony had organised pre-ordered lunches and I have to say the sandwich
with a side-order of chips was good quality, good value and rather large! We allowed
90 minutes for lunch, which provided time for eating, drinking, ragchewing and
generally catching up.
Afternoon Programme
Following lunch we had the five talks. Seb F5UFX was our guest of honour and
gave an excellent presentation on the 3B7A DXpedition to St Brandon. This brought
back great memories for the five of us who were there in 2007 with the Five Star
3B7C DXpedition. What made Seb’s presentation even more interesting was the
description of how they used SunSDR’s with Expert linear amplifiers as their sole rigs.
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Of particular interest was the use of local skimmers and spectrum and waterfall
displays. This certainly created a buzz of conversation throughout the rest of the day
and evening.
Tom GM4FDM followed with his talk on the A35EU DXpedition. Tom is always a
most entertaining speaker and he covered the challenges of operating from the
Pacific in low sunspots and the boredom of operating long spells of FT8. It was then
time for coffee/tea break and an opportunity to ragchew some more (there’s never
enough time for that is there!).
John G4IRN was next with an interactive session on demystifying N1MM+. I think
everyone present learnt something; even seasoned users found some new
techniques to add to their armoury in the next contest. After John, Don G3XTT gave a
talk on his experiences of guest operating at contest stations. Don included
anecdotes explaining how the invites and requests came about and showed pictures
of some amazing stations. He commented that contest stations and DXpeditions
always need operators but you have to be pro-active and make it known you are
looking for ‘a seat’.
The final presentation of the day was from Tony G2NF on identifying and
combatting local QRM. This is such a topical problem as those of us who live in built
up areas are seeing our fun blighted by SMPS, VDSL and other electrical QRM. Tony
went through his own experiences tracking down interference and showed
screenshots of QRM to assist in identifying causes. He concluded with suggestions to
ensure you clean up your own shack before tracking down incoming interference.

Afternoon speakers
Tom, GM4FDM

Tony, G2NF

Seb, F5UFX

Don, G3XTT

John, G4IRN

Overall the talks scored 4.6/5 – but, and it’s a fairly big but, the talks overran
substantially. To those who were staying for the dinner this wasn’t a big problem but
for those who were heading off it was not good. We were perhaps too ambitious to
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plan five superbly interesting talks and to allow good amounts of time for questionssomething to take into account for the future.
The raffle followed the talks and we gave a round of applause for the generosity
of the donors. There was much delight from all winners. The raffle raised £470 which
will go to the DXpedition fund.
Evening Dinner
With our own private dining room, which included a private bar, the pre-dinner
drinks were spread between the dining room and the hotel bar; both serving us
efficiently. The dinner was a three course affair and was rated 4.8/5. Mass catering
can be variable, to say the least, but again the hotel came up trumps. As in recent
years, there were no after dinner speeches, just a few thank you’s from the
Chairman. For those staying on site, the evening’s festivities went on past midnight.
I guess the real mark of success was the answers to the two final questions on our
survey: would you come next year – which got a rating of 4.8/5 and would you
recommend it to others – which received a score of 4.9/5. I think that says it all!
The Committee has already resolved to hold the event at the same venue around
the same weekend next year (the May Bank Holiday is moving to accommodate the
75th anniversary of VE Day). Details will be released as soon as possible.
Feedback scores:
Rate the following on a scale of
1 to 5
(where 1 = poor and 5 =
excellent)

Average
of
scores

Location (i.e. Loughborough)

4.58

Venue (i.e. Link Hotel)

4.85

AGM

4.96

Talks

4.63

Dinner

4.78

Socialising

4.73

Overnight stay/breakfast

4.88

If we held it at the same weekend at the same venue next 4.81
year, how likely would you be to attend? (1 = no to 5 =
almost definitely will)
Would you recommend this event to others? (1 = no to 5
= definitely yes)
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4.90

Some pictures from the 2019 Convention/AGM from G3YBY & G4TSH

Excellent meeting facilities at the Hotel

Chris, G4FZN was a lucky raffle winner

Dave-G3WGN, Ian–G3YBY, Andy–G0UWS

A great place for dinner with friends

Seb, F5UFX was a principal speaker

John, G3WVG won the GM4FAM trophy

Don – G3XTT and Nick – G3RWF

CDXC presentation to CDXC
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AROUND THE BANDS
DON FIELD G3XTT
I’m writing this as everyone else is
heading to Friedrichshafen and the
nearer the weekend gets, the more I’m
wishing I was there! But we have been
focused on a house move (to
Somerset), which hopefully will happen
in early August. The tower has gone
and I’m feeling sorry for myself! I have
managed to get on the air from time to
time with temporary antennas and was
also out with the Reading club for HF
NFD. That was quite an eye opener, if
Don with the FTdx101D
only for the lack of noise (we operate
from a farm belonging to Reading University agriculture department). To have the Smeter read zero between signals and to have 100% copy on really weak signals is
something most of us can only dream about nowadays despite those shiny new
radios that the retailers keep trying to sell us.
Apropos of which, though, I did get to play for a weekend with the new FTdx101D
and thought it a very nice radio (my review will be in the August issue of PW). It has
shot to the top of the Sherwood rankings, which is a good sign. The new TS-890
seems to be getting good reviews too. Ron GW3YDX reviewed it for PW and loves the
rig. The question has to be whether you would pay more than you would for an
FTdx101D while getting just one receiver. Maybe brand loyalty will have a major
impact on the answer.
Which brings us nicely to the muchanticipated announcement at Dayton –
yes, there is a K4 and it’s an SDR with
two receivers, space to add VHF
transverters and much more. UK prices
will no doubt be announced later but
such is the brand loyalty to Elecraft in
the US that I expect the company will be
inundated with orders well before
product is available. I assume they will
eventually get round the CE compliance issue in Europe by once again shipping as a
kit.
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CDXC Mini Convention and AGM
I know it will be mentioned elsewhere
but I must thank Tony G4LDL (and Glenys)
especially for putting together what
turned out to be an excellent day’s
events. Although there is room for
improvement (after all, this was a new
formula), it only needs to be around the
edges – the basic format, location and so
on were well-nigh spot on.
CDXC Secretary Tony – G4LDL and Glenys

Amateur Radio Demographics
I wonder how many of you noticed in a recent QST editorial that the ‘average’
ARRL member is a 68-year-old white male. That’s CDXC for you too. Well, hopefully
not although it sometimes seems that way. Talking to one of the more active RSGB
Regional Managers recently, I gather that the received wisdom is that those young
people who do come into the hobby are more interested in data modes, satellite,
microwaves and the like than they are in HF and that they wouldn’t, in any case, want
to join a club that consisted primarily of old codgers (which, unfortunately, seems to
be the way with many local radio clubs that I visit to give talks). I’m not entirely
pessimistic though. The lure of DX is still there although there’s no doubt a few
sunspots would help a lot.
FT4
Of course, DX chasing for some these days means FT8. I’m not going to discuss
that one any more but simply to say that, if you didn’t already know (you might have
been in solitary confinement for the past few months!), FT4 is now with us as a
speeded-up FT8 designed specifically for contesting. The software has already gone
through several iterations and probably still needs some refinement but expect to
hear much more about it in the months and years to come. Indeed, some are already
using it for non-contest QSOs.
SV2ASP SK
Now to ‘real’ DX news. You will also no doubt have seen that Monk Apollo passed
away recently. Today I read in the Daily DX that another monk on Mt Athos is set to
pick up where Monk Apollo left off − SV2RSG. Monk Iakovos, located at the
Koutloumousiou Monastery is expected to be operating in the future from the 20th
ranked Club Log DXCC Most Wanted. Clearly, we all need to keep our fingers crossed
for this one.
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Upcoming DX
As you’d imagine, there’s not much expected over the summer by way of
DXpeditions, albeit Dom 3Z9DX (of the Rebel DX Group and of the most recent
attempt at Bouvet Island) is in the Pacific with friends and has already activated
Conway Reef and is en-route to Banaba as I write this.
October, though, is looking like the month to be around the shack, with a slew of
DXpeditions slated, several of which have already applied to CDXC for funding. It’s
not surprising they pick on the September to November window, always the most
productive for northern hemisphere propagation and hence DX chasing.
Whither QSLs?
Having recently received a couple more batches of QSLs via the bureau, I wonder
just what place QSLing has in current DXing and contesting? I rarely initiate a QSL
request nowadays although I still respond to any cards I receive that specifically say
“Pse QSL”. The only cards I am interested in collecting are new bandslots – few and
far between with over 3,000 already confirmed. But some country’s amateurs still
seem keen to receive cards for almost every contact – Germany and Japan being the
two most obvious from my observations. I believe there isn’t a big take-up of LoTW
by Japanese amateurs but Germany? Maybe they just can’t let go of this long-term
desire to QSL everything. I’m even getting cards for recent FT8 QSOs (yes, I have
made a few, just to see what the fuss is about) but why send a paper card – I’m not
sure my PC would appreciate it, despite having made the QSO! (Yes, OK, it’s not that
different to QSLing a RTTY QSO, or is it?)
With a house move in the offing and tens of shoe boxes full of cards that I will
probably never look at again, I’m wrestling with what to do with the bulk of my QSLs
(and being told by Janet that there is a very simple solution …). I’m curious as to
where other CDXC members stand on this – it’s not a topic I’ve seen discussed on the
CDXC reflector in recent years although I do know Nigel G3TXF has solved the
conundrum by scanning his before consigning them to recycling.
Just as a last reflection on the subject, from time to time I see complaints on the
internet about the cost of verifications. But confirmations have never been so cheap!
When I think of how much I spent on postage, IRCs, dollar bills and so on over the
years to accumulate cards for those 3000 band slots, I shudder! Never mind the risk
of mailing them to ARRL for DXCC confirmation and wondering whether you would
ever get them back. I believe the late Ron Glaisher G6LX sent his hard-won 300+
cards for 80m – a huge achievement back then – to ARRL and never saw them again!
Antennas for DXing
When we conducted a member survey a couple of years ago, the results were
probably as expected – a good number of members using wire antennas of various
descriptions but many using gain antennas on the high bands – usually a tri-bander of
some sort on a telescopic mast. I imagine the latter group form a significantly higher
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percentage of CDXC members than of radio amateurs as a whole, while those with
wire antennas probably aspire to a Yagi if it were possible. Often the problem is to do
with planning constraints, available space and the like, rather than a lack of desire.
What do we actually need though? There was a classic N6BT article (yes, Tom
Schiller, founder of Force 12 Antennas) in the July 2000 issue of QST called
“Everything Works” in which he started by talking about making QSOs using a light
bulb as an antenna. He then goes on to develop a graph (Fig 1 in the article – a copy
of the article is on the okdxf.eu website and can easily be found by Googling),
showing antenna type versus ‘enjoyment’. It’s slightly tongue-in-cheek of course but
the message is that a dipole in the clear is a pretty good antenna, which will lead to
plenty of enjoyment while, as you might expect, a big stack of Yagis will give you
‘world record potential’. But the take-out message is that a half-wave dipole in the
clear is actually a pretty good antenna. Probably the best balance between cost and
results is a two-element Yagi. Doubling the number of elements will give you another
3dB but at a large cost in terms of money, weight and complexity.
I can relate to this. I will always remember operating in the RSGB 21/28MHz
contest (as it was) from ZS6 (Chris ZS6EZ’s QTH) many years ago. Some of the UK
stations, the ‘usual suspects’, were very loud - people I knew to have decent Yagis, a
good QTH and a linear. But there were plenty of others who were also loud despite
running dipoles and, in some case, just
100w. However, there was a whole layer of
UK stations that I could barely hear. I had to
ask myself, what on earth were they running
to be so weak? The ubiquitous half-size
G5RV? An indoor loop? I don’t know – it’s
probably fair to say that none of them were
folk I knew. I feel sure none of them would
have been CDXC members! Yes, if you are
intent on winning a major contest, every dB
counts. But in DXing, given that the number
of people with seriously big antennas is very
limited, the DXpedition will work most of
that layer in the first day or two and soon be
down to those with a decent if not earthDMV-II at G3XTT
shattering signal.
Indeed, the bigger problem is propagation. I recall, even with a linear and a Yagi
at 60ft, calling Martti Laine on 15m for hours one afternoon while he was on
Scarborough Reef (BS7), with no success because propagation was favouring Eastern
and Southern Europe (yes, probably even those with 100W and a dipole). But by late
afternoon UK time the propagation had changed and a whole bunch of G stations
went through in short order.
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I was also pleasantly surprised recently when I took part in the CQ WPX CW
Contest, single-band 80m, Assisted, with my K3/KPA500 and a ProAntennas DMV-II
compact portable dipole that I was reviewing for PW. This has a wingspan of just 25ft
or so (much less than a full-size 80m dipole) and I had it mounted on an ex-Racal
push-up mast at 30ft or thereabouts. With that modest set-up, I seem to have set a
new G record for that category in the contest, with a claimed score putting me in the
World Top Ten. Yes, maybe I chose my category carefully but it goes to show that you
can have fun without being a K3LR or similar.
One piece of advice I would give, though, especially when some of the higher
bands are pretty well useless for DX (as now) is to focus on one or two bands and
optimise your antenna(s) for those. Trying to achieve a decent antenna system for
ten bands (the ten bands for the ARRL DX Challenge, 160 through 6m) is beyond most
of us, particularly if we have just a single antenna support. So, maybe focus on one or
two bands at a time. You can, of course, swap around as the year goes on – you don’t
need a 160m (or even 80m) antenna over the summer but, equally, you don’t really
need the 6m Yagi up over the winter, unless those happen to be your particular
specialities.
G3SED and Nevada celebrate 50 Years
Finally, congratulations to longtime CDXC member and
supporter Mike G3SED, founder
of Nevada Radio, a member of
three 5-Star DXpeditions and
supporter of all of them. He also
provided a secure warehouse
facility for our kit for many
years. Nevada Radio is
celebrating its 50th anniversary
in September and Mike, who
gained his Class A licence in
1963, shows no signs of slowing
down.
I hope to see many of you
G3SED, G3XTT & G8BCG at a G3WOS 6m bash
either at Newark in September
(CDXC plans to be there again this year after a few years’ absence and I will be found
on the PW stand) or the RSGB Convention in October, where CDXC will, of course,
have its usual stand and several CDXC members will be giving presentations or
otherwise helping to make the event a success. Meanwhile, may the sunspots affect
the ionosphere just when and where you need it!
73 Don G3XTT
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44TH HAM RADIO FRIEDRICHSHAFEN 2019
CHRIS DUCKLING, G3SVL
With the show returning to its usual weekend in
June after two years of ‘non-standard’ dates, I was
looking forward to the glorious Bodensee weather
with sunshine and warm evenings. Right up until I
boarded the plane weather websites were
predicting four days of rain and thunderstorms.
Anyone who has experienced a Friedrichshafen rain
storm will know just how quickly they appear and
how ferocious they can be. As is turned out there
were just a few short, light, rain showers which
didn’t even necessitate a move from the beer
garden or open-air restaurants. I travelled like others by air, train, sea and land.
Meeting fellow amateurs at Heathrow, Zurich and on the train along with the relaxing
float across the lake really does kick-start the Friedrichshafen experience.
The show is well organised with transport, parking, entry, refreshments and
general moving around made very easy. Last year there was a noticeable widening of
the aisles in the main exhibition hall due to the lower number of exhibitors. This
year’s layout was about the same and once again gave the impression of lower
attendance numbers. The organisers have reported that attendance was 14,300 –
down 1,160 on 2018 and by just over 3,000 in a decade. A worrying sign as the show
is as good as ever.
The main hall had the usual main suppliers and dealers. With Yaesu, Kenwood,
Icom and Elecraft all showing equipment released since last Friedrichshafen, there
was much to explore. Just a few years ago I wrote that SDRs were the big thing; in
that short space of time SDRs are the norm and the only superhets on show were
those appearing as front ends to SDRs! Transverters for Es‘hail-2 satellite up and
downlink equipment were in evidence on a number of stands - all credit to the
manufacturers for getting products out in such a short time (let’s not debate if it is DX
or not, you are after all working through a repeater!).
A new feature in the main hall was the
grouping of six DX Clubs and the IOTA stand
into one area called the DX Plaza. CDXC had
been invited to join this but as we have been
having a stand only on ‘even years’ and we
had decided to put on our own Convention
just the month before, we declined. The
concept worked well and we will join that area
for 2020. Congratulations are due to Stephan,
HB9DDO, President of the Swiss DX
Foundation (and a CDXC member) on the work
he has done to pull the DX Plaza together.

The always popular flea market
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The flea market now occupies one and three quarter halls and the number of
‘computer only’ and ‘old domestic radios’ seems to have declined to almost nonexistent. This gives a better focus on amateur radio parts - although I doubt anyone
needs that many doorknob capacitors! I thought some of the ticket prices appeared
ambitious – especially for boat anchor radio equipment. Conversely there were some
very nice newly designed PAs, filters and antenna switches in the flea market from
small European manufacturers. The Makers Fair which had run concurrently with the
weekend days was not there this time; it’s unclear if this is a temporary or permanent
change.
Although there is a good lecture programme throughout the show, many talks are
only presented in German and past experiences tell me that my language skills are
insufficient to catch the nuances of some lectures. I’ve observed that quite a few
attendees use the afternoon lectures as an opportunity to catch up on lost sleep! I
heard from a number of people that Joe Taylor K1JT’s lecture on FT8 was standing
room only and well worth the effort.
A change from recent years out in
the beer garden is the removal of
the €2 deposit for beer glasses.
There were no obvious notices and
this caused a hilarious moment
when a waitress collected half a
dozen empties from a trestle table
of CDXC members and walked off
with them. Sensing a good few
Euros disappearing, Hilary, G4JKS
rushed after her trying to retrieve
them only for the bemused waitress
to explain the new system. Other
than that the beer garden was an
Nick – G3RWF “gets them in!” at the Beer
excellent place to meet and chat
Garden
while the occasional Zeppelin
passed slowly overhead. The tradition of CDXC members meeting at noon on the
Friday always goes well - with brochures shared and purchased ‘goodies’ proudly
displayed. These exchanges often result in a vendor selling more of an item than
would otherwise be the case.
Socialising continues in the evenings with the main lodging places creating
clusters of eating and drinking in Tetnang and Friedrichshafen lake front. I didn’t
attend the Bavarian Contest Club dinner this year but heard mixed reviews about
slow dinner service and poorer value for money. Let’s hope the feedback allows them
to reflect on this.
There really is no other show in Europe like it. The dates for 2020 are 26th - 28th
June, put it in your diary now and book your hotel early.
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KANTON ISLAND – T31EU
RONALD STUY, PA3EWP
While enjoying a nice beer at the
Hamfest in Friedrichshafen 2018 we
exchanged many ideas about our next
destination(s). Apart from the fact
that we wanted to go to Tonga with a
limited team, there were other
possible destinations at the beginning
of 2019 in the Pacific.
At the end of August, I was asked
to join a German team planning to go
to Kanton Island, Central Kiribati. At first, I said no because the boat takes almost one
week from Tarawa to Kanton. A total of two weeks on the island and two weeks
sailing became a little bit too much in terms of my holidays. But less than a week
later they came up with the idea of flying to Kanton. Günter DL2AWG had found a
company that regularly flies from Tarawa to Kanton. My decision was then quickly
made. I became a participant in the six-man team. We had chartered the plane to fly
us to Kanton and pick us up after 17 days.
In total, I had to fly 30 hours before I was at our destination, Kanton Island - six
different flights in a space of six days. Our limiting factor was the total weight that we
could take with us during our last part of the trip (+/- 860 KG including people) in a
Super Kingair 200 plane.
Our team consisted of: Günter DL2AWG (team leader), Hans DL6JGN (co-team
leader), Joe DK5WL, Norbert DF6FK, Heye DJ9RR and Ronald PA3EWP. Norbert joined
our team one week before our departure as a new operator after Wolfgang DM2AUJ
had to cancel due to health problems.
Our goal was to hand out to as many amateurs as possible an All Time New One
(ATNO) but also to focus on Europe. Within Europe it is high on the "most wanted"
list, for Western Europe it is even on the 6th place in digital mode. If conditions
cooperated, we wanted to try to have at least two stations active for 24 hours with
the focus on the low bands.
Of course we also wanted to learn more about the Kiribati culture and explore the
island. Kanton is an atoll which belongs to the Phoenix archipelago (Central Kiribati).
It is located 1,750 km from the main island of Tarawa, a separate DXCC country. The
protected area around Phoenix Island covers 408,250 square kilometres of sea and
land in the South Pacific. The Phoenix Island Group is one of the three island groups
of Kiribati, the other two being Gilbert and the Line Islands. The area around the
Phoenix Islands is the largest designated marine protected area in the world. Phoenix
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Island Protected Area (PIPA) has preserved one of the world's largest pristine oceanic
ecosystems from the coral archipelago, along with 14 known underwater sea
mountains (presumably extinct volcanoes) and other deep-sea dwellers. The area
contains around 800 known species of fauna, including around 200 coral species, 500
fish species, 18 marine mammals and 44 bird species. The structure and functioning
of the PIPA ecosystems illustrates its pristine nature and importance as a reservoir.
Kiribati consists of four DXCC countries:
- T30 (Gilbert islands, Tarawa main island)
- T31 (Phoenix islands, Kanton main island)
- T32 (Line islands, Christmas main island)
- T33 Banaba (belongs to Gilbert Islands but lies 450 km west of Tarawa and for
us radio amateurs a separate DXCC country)
About 36 people live on Kanton, including 20 children. Most adults work for PIPA
(Government) and are stationed with their families on the island for three years or
more. Tourists rarely come to the island and certainly for no longer than three days.
These tourists are mostly anglers. The Catholic community on the island has
facilitated a kind of hotel for the tourists. There are two important items that they
have taken action on, a bed to sleep on and a normal toilet and shower. The rest is
less important. They have created seven bedrooms and two toilets with showers for
the tourists.
Chuck, our contact person at Tarawa, had organized a lot of things for us. Without
him it would have been almost impossible to organize this DXpedition. He bought
many materials for us including a new generator. I also sent him at the end of
November a ski bag from Tonga (A35EU) with several (Spiderbeam) fibre masts and
250m of coaxial cable. This was much cheaper than bringing it back to the
Netherlands from Tonga and then taking it back to Kiribati. Chuck had been busy for
at least two months trying to send these materials (food, drinks, generator, table,
chairs, fuel and ski bag) from Tarawa to Kanton by boat. However, he did not find a
boat at all that sails to Kanton. He was able to arrange additional food and drinks
from Christmas Island by boat to Kanton. But there was no boat sailing from Tarawa
to Kanton.
We had to take the rest of the materials on the plane, which became a big
challenge. Chuck himself also wanted to fly to Kanton with us. Chuck had arranged all
the paperwork with PIPA for the authorization to land on the Island and our licence
from CCK (Telecom). We only had to pick them up there when we were in Tarawa.
Because we had to bring the generator and ski bag with us on the plane, there was
unfortunately no room for Chuck. The generator was still under discussion because
on the island they had two generators including fuel for us. Upon my insistence to
bring the generator instead of Chuck the team agreed. My decision was quite simple:
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“it is more important to bring a good working generator instead of trusting on two
other generators of the Islanders. We would have had a much bigger problem if they
were not working”.
The day before our departure we were told by the pilot that the weather was too
bad to fly and the flight had to be delayed by a day. After some negotiation, we also
postponed our return trip by one day (we had one additional day on Tarawa on our
way back, it was calculated as a buffer). This was not a problem, so we could still be
active from Kanton for 17 days.
We spent the extra day on Tarawa as tourists. We went with three people by boat
to the other island, North-Tarawa. This was a paradise compared to the main island
of South-Tarawa. The inhabitants are also very friendly. We made a tour through a
few villages and then had a good lunch at a local restaurant. This day trip was
definitely worth it, finally a bit of rest. About 70,000 people live on the main island,
70% are unemployed. The hygiene is minimal on the island. For example, Chuck lives
in a village of about 300 people where there is only one toilet. Most residents sit on a
wall at the lagoon for their need. That is why everyone is advised not to go swimming
in the lagoon because it is heavily polluted!
The next day at 6:00 am we
were at the airport for our
departure to Kanton. It was a 4 ½
hour flight and we arrived just
before noon. After lunch we
decided that our shack was going
to be near the airport. There was
a perfect building with a lot of
space for antennas.
We decided to install the 30
and 40m antennas for the first
evening/night activities. One of
the generators of the village was installed outside of the shack. After we started this,
we noticed that there was no voltage present. We could not find the problem. After
this struggle we got the second generator from the village. This was at least better,
we had 220 volts. However, as soon as we started and the power consumption
fluctuated, the generator stopped working. Unfortunately, we could not use this
generator either. After we had exchanged this generator for our own generator these
problems were solved.
From that moment on, we only worked with our own generator. It was fortunate
that we had decided to bring the generator instead of Chuck, otherwise we would
have had to fly back to Tarawa after a few days without operating.
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After dinner we set up the shack and we were ready for the first QSOs. The first
night, we operated in short shifts so that everyone could be active for a few hours.
The next day we installed the other antennas. Unfortunately, we had no time to
install the receiving antenna for the low bands. This became a job for the following
day.
We had organised two shifts of three operators from the second day onwards.
Unfortunately, we were unable to transmit simultaneously with three 1 kw radios.
Our generator was only 3,800 watts so the three stations were limited to around 700
watts each.
The propagation was
certainly not optimal, but we
knew that beforehand. (Who
goes to the Pacific during a sun
spot minimum?). Western
Europe was our biggest
challenge. The signals from this
part of the World were weak or
totally not workable at all. The
path directly over the North
Pole was extremely difficult.
Often the signals from
Eastern Europe were S9 but to
the west of central Germany it was very difficult or not possible at all. The second
week, we changed our working to two operators per shift. We did this partly because
with the poor propagation, during the late night and the morning only two bands
were open at the same time. During daytime and in the evening another operator
could use the third station, but on low power only. This allowed the other two
stations to use slightly more than 1 kw. The third station was mainly on FT8.
The antenna park looked like this:
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Band

Antenna

Details

10/12/15 meter

Multiband vertical

10m fibre mast

17 meter

VDA

12m fibre mast

20 meter

VDA

12m fibre mast

30 meter

VDA

18m Spiderbeam fibre mast

40 meter

Phased vertical

2* 10m fibre mast

80/160 meter

¼ vertical/inverted-L

18m Spiderbeam fibre mast

RX beverage

180m long

Direction north

We focused on the low bands; the chance that the high bands were open was
minimal. All the antennas were mostly in the direction of Europe. During the day, we
often turned the antenna to North America to be able to work the weaker stations.
The beverage was also pointing north, towards Western Europe. The chance that we
could work a lot of Western Europe on 160 and 80m was also very low, but if you
don't try it will certainly not work.
During my own shifts in the evening and at night I was always active on 80 or
160m. Unfortunately, we could not combine it because we had to extend the 80m
vertical for 160m as an inverted-L. The antenna had to be taken down for the band
change. We had to make a choice in the evening before it got dark. Normally it was
two days on 80m and then two days on 160m. We had a lot of static on the low
bands; sometimes it was so extreme that it was only possible to make any QSOs on
FT8.
In 1850, the United Kingdom claimed Kanton as their property. In 1937 there was
a total solar eclipse on Kanton island and many scientists from Australia and America
were there. From that moment, America claimed this island. After long negotiations,
the United Kingdom and America jointly ruled the island for 50 years. From 1979
Kanton belonged to Kiribati when it became independent.
Both the English and the Americans had their own part on the island, separated
by the harbour. Only the American part is still inhabited. The airport was built in 1939
and was used for refuelling aircraft when they flew from Hawaii to Australia or New
Zealand.

Remains from a previous civilisation
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Until the early 1970s, around 1,200 people lived on Kanton. After it became
independent in 1979, around 300 remained on the Island; all the others left a few
years before independence. At the time of our visit, the population had now reduced
to less than 40. The entire infrastructure (roads, telephone-, power- and waterdistribution) had been left behind by the Americans and the British without cleaning
up. All houses, buildings, factory halls, power station, satellite tracking station,
telephone exchange etc. are still there but in such a state that it is too dangerous to
venture inside. Everywhere you look on the island you see scrap. Along the roads,
trucks, bulldozers, fire engines, etc. are still in the same place where they were left
50 years ago. You see the same situation on the Island Banaba, one of the other
islands of Kiribati.
Most people think that if you go to an island in the Pacific it is tropical, exotic, and
you will have a luxury vacation. I can tell you that Kanton is 100% the opposite, one
big scrap heap, no luxury and very unsanitary. But the people are very friendly and
welcoming!
The families on the Island took it in turns to prepare three meals a day for us. The
afternoon and evening meals consisted of 95% rice and fish or fish and rice The next
day they had made a variation, lunch and dinner had been changed. The first week,
there was sometimes meat (brought by the plane). After one week Frank, our contact
person on the island, told us that they would run out of food because the boat had
not arrived for two months. This is quite normal in the Pacific; they don't have a firm
sailing schedule and if they say a boat will sail next week, then it can also be next
month. From that moment on, we only had pancakes in the morning and no more
toasted bread. The variation in rice and fish or fish and rice also decreased.
Fortunately, these two items were abundant but there was nothing else in terms of
vegetables. Fortunately, there was a bottle of chili sauce to give the rice a little
flavour.
In November Chuck had also sent food and drinks to Kanton from Christmas
Island; 40 kg of rice, 120 litre bottles of water, coffee, tea and some other small
items. This had all arrived, so no problem. But after one week we also ran out of
water, the coffee had become scarce but tea was still reasonably available. The last
week we also switched to drinking rain water of which there was plenty as it rained a
lot. We had only brought 11 bottles of red wine from Tarawa (we couldn't find any
more), this fitted exactly with the total weight that the plane could carry. We ate
lunch with the entire team together every day. The propagation was bad at the time.
We agreed that a bottle of red wine would be opened for every 5,000 QSOs. Dinner
was always eaten in two shifts so that were always three radios active. This was the
best time for Europe, so we had to be active!
We had three complete stations which could be used in all modes. Elecraft K3
with an HLA1200 amplifier, Elecraft K3 with an Expert 1.3K amplifier, Elecraft K2 with
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a THP 1.1 amplifier. We used bandpass filters between the radio and the amplifier to
eliminate any interference.
Logging was done with WinTest in a network configuration; all laptops could see
all the QSOs that were logged. We were also able to set the correct time on all PCs
for FT8 with WSJT and/or MSHV. We had no internet in the shack; the time was
synchronized with a GPS receiver on one PC and distributed by network to the other
laptops.
Internet was present on the island but we had to walk almost 15 minutes from
the shack as it was only available in the PIPA office where it was also available to the
islanders. Every day, we uploaded our log to Club Log. We also sent regular
information and photos through various multimedia channels.
FT8 was mainly used in Fox/Hound mode but if there were only a few callers we
used the normal mode. If there were too many stations calling, we QSYed to another
frequency for the Fox/Hound mode. We usually used the MSHV program for normal
mode here. You can work up to three stations at the same time. FT8 was definitely
not the main mode for me. I only made use of this mode when there was no activity
in the other modes. I myself have no problems with FT8 but I'd rather make the QSOs
myself than have the computer make them for me. I was surprised that it was
possible to let the computer log 170 QSOs in one hour in this mode. It was very
frustrating when the only activity is on FT8 and none on CW / SSB or RTTY.
Because the propagation was poor, SSB was a particular challenge Norbert had
the disadvantage that he only does SSB. So he was often calling for four hours for less
than 20 QSOs. After a few days we changed the shifts in such a way that there was
always one band open for the SSB operator. This made it more fun for Norbert.
We regularly visited the local school. Of the 20 children, 16 were divided in two
classes. We spoke a lot with Monita, the teacher. She explained to us a lot about the
island and the people who live there. She also gave us an explanation about teaching
on Kanton. Joe and I told the children about Europe, Germany and the Netherlands
and everything they wanted to know. We all had a great time.
Six months ago Monita's house, from where she taught the children, burned
down. A lot of school material was lost during the fire. Joe and I gave a personal
donation to the school. We hope they can make the roof waterproof again. One of
the last afternoons the whole school visited our shack for a radio demonstration. We
all enjoyed it.
The last day we dismantled all the antennas except the LF vertical. In the evening
we were invited for an appreciation party by the locals. After the party we would be
active for a final night including sunrise on 160m.
The party was beautiful. Especially for Joe who will never forget this evening, it
was also his Birthday and this had to be celebrated! The children sang for him in
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English and in the local language. All the residents were present during the party and
they had all prepared some food. There were several tables completely covered with
lots of rice and fish, two large lobsters and a small pig which they had slaughtered
that day. For them it was also a feast. At the end of the evening Frank took the guitar
(which we donated to the people) and all the residents started singing - an evening to
remember for a long time.
Unfortunately, heavy QRN made our last 160m evening hard going. I started on
CW and soon realised it was a difficult situation. I then went on FT8 and logged about
30 QSOs including a few southern Europeans. There were others calling on the EU
greyline but the static made decoding impossible.
After breakfast, we took down the inverted-L for 160m and made everything
ready for departure. Before we left the Island all of us had to plant a new coconut
tree as a tradition. At 1pm we flew back to Tarawa and by early evening we were
back in our motel. After a varied meal (with rice) and a few cold beers and Kawa (yes,
that’s another story) we ended the evening. The next day we had to be at the airport
around 7:30 am for the journey back home.
We are satisfied with the result, just over 39,000 QSO’s, 17% of which were with
Europe. The best bands for Europe were 30 and 40m.
There are too many individual sponsors and DX clubs to mention that made us a
financial contribution. I want to make one exception and that was our main sponsor:
GDXF the German DX Foundation. Thank you all!
This is one of the DXpeditions I will not soon forget. The propagation was minimal
but the entire adventure was very impressive.
Continent by Mode
Band SSB
AF

11

AN 0
AS

CW RTTY FT8

Continent by Mode
Total Total %

Band 160

40

1

32

84

0.2%

AF

1

0

1

2

0.0%

AN 0

2564 6612 1219 7798 18193 46.4%

EU 549 4306 65

1746 6666 17.0%

AS

2

80

40

30

20

17

15

12 10 Total Total
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23

17

21

5

1

0

0 84

0.2%

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0 2

0.0%

643 1823 3977 2918 3338 2435 2339 720 0 18193 46.4%

EU 218 1239 1925 2033 1176 67

8

0

0 6666 17.0%

NA 1896 5425 349 4369 12039 30.7%

NA 936 1377 2410 1953 2723 1802 804 34 0 12039 30.7%

OC 330 404

48

779

1561 4.0%

OC 61

123 401 230 326 98

257 62 3 1561 4.0%

SA

8

349

646

SA

38

180 62 0 646

81

208

Totals 5431 16996 1690 15074 39191

1.6%

3

85

76

134 68

Totals 1863 4615 8821 7228 7719 4475 3589 878 3 39191

For more information see our website: http://www.Kanton2019.de
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GS0NWM MINI DXPEDITION TO MULL
GRAHAM ERRINGTON M0GAE
I have been a member of CDXC for a
number of years now and there are
probably many members like myself who
will never have the chance to go and
operate from some remote or exotic island
as part of a major DXpedition but enjoy
reading the reports and articles in the CDXC
Digest.

Graham
M0GAE

Chris
GM3WOJ

Glen

Bob

G0SBN

M0KLO

Despite not being a big gun in the DX
world, I (we) can still get involved in a
smaller way either operating while on
holiday or with a few like-minded friends at
a location closer to home or one which is
easy to get to.

Several members of the radio club I attend, the Tynemouth Amateur Radio Club,
have been away to some of the Scottish Islands in the past, mainly just for a holiday
with radio operating being involved as well. Unfortunately, I was also away at the
same time and was unable to attend, that was until two years ago when we went to
the Isle of Mull (IOTA EU 008).
In early 2019 we decided to go back to the same location on Mull called the Old
Ferry House at Grass Point which is right by the water’s edge (the name holds a big
clue to its previous use). The house has five bedrooms consisting of three twin rooms
and two double rooms. There was originally going to be six people in the group but
unfortunately two people had to pull out due to other commitments. There is a lot of
room around the house for erecting antennas and less than a stone’s throw away was
a small stone pier with a slipway beside it. The booking was made for May and we
organised ourselves so that we were all booked on the same ferry from Oban.
We then settled back and waited for May to come around. For this trip we had
opted to take our own cars, taking our own stations and all the necessary equipment
to power and operate them. We met up one evening to discuss what we were aiming
to do, what equipment we would need and notably the antennas we would be using.
Another important part of our mini DXpedition was food. I have been away for a
radio related weekend where just about everyone brought food for the group and
there was a lot of wastage. As a result of this, on the previous trip to Mull I prepared
a meal plan and this trip was no exception, It is important as everyone has individual
tastes and it caters for the group, the shopping list is easier to prepare and cuts down
on unnecessary wastage and cost.
The day before setting off, a couple of us went shopping for everything we needed
except for the frozen and fresh food which we would buy in Oban.
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Every day that we were away I wrote a few lines on our club website
(tynemouthradioclub.com) under the blog section and the following notes form a
daily diary of our activity.
Friday 17th May 2019
Glen G0SBN, Graham M0GAE and Bob M0KLO set off early and drove to Oban to
catch the ferry across to Mull. Chris GM3WOJ joined the group driving across from his
home in Inverness.
We met in the car park of Aldi
where the last of the food supplies
were bought and we then headed
to the ferry terminal to await the
2pm ferry to Mull. The ferry was
about 20 minutes late but we were
soon on our way and driving down
to The Old Ferry house at Grass
Point.
The cars were emptied of
The Old Ferry House, Grass Point, Mull
foodstuffs that were packed away
and rooms were sorted out before
the antennas were constructed. It was decided to work until about 7pm when we
would have our evening meal and after that the stations would be put together. At
times the area can be busy with people coming down to watch the wildlife. It is a
well-known area on the island for watching eagles and otters and this has to be borne
in mind when positioning the antennas.
In the time given, we managed to put up five antennas, a multi band doublet and
four vertical ground planes for 80, 40, 30 and 20 metres which was good going. The
weather was sunny and warm which helped and there was a good breeze which
helped to keep the midges at bay. We decided to put the remaining antennas up the
next day.
We set up four stations, two of which consisted of Kenwood TS590S transceivers
with Acom amplifiers, one station was an Elecraft K3S with an accompanying Elecraft
KPA 500 amplifier and the fourth was an Elecraft K3 with an Alpha amplifier. We all
used WinTest in DXpedition mode and the four laptops were linked together. These
worked fine but the internet at the venue was very hit and miss so sometimes there
was a gap in linking the logs together on the laptops.
It had been a long day and everyone drifted off to bed between midnight and
0230hrs.
Saturday 18th May 2019
It was expected, so it didn’t come as any surprise when we awoke to rain today,
but we didn’t expect it to be as cold as it was, so there was an obvious reluctance to
get outside and put up the remaining antennas including the two Hexbeam’s.
The day was spent operating and sorting out one or two glitches with computer
connections on one station. 80, 40, 30 and 20 metres were the main operating
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frequencies for today with FT8, SSB and CW being the main modes.
Around teatime, weather conditions did improve and one of the Hexbeam
antennas was constructed and the mast for the portable Hexbeam was positioned
and guyed in order to get them up and running tomorrow. It is planned to have a go
at some satellite operating tomorrow as well.
Sunday 19th May 2019
Cloudy start to the day. The standard and portable Hexbeam antennas were put
up today and after a cup of tea and a bacon sandwich more radio operating was the
order of the day. There are some more antennas to play around with but again they
will have to wait.
Conditions on the bands aren’t brilliant at the moment (or this weekend for that
matter) and today was no exception. But we are still plugging away with over one and
a half thousand contacts achieved by late evening.
There has been a bit of a gap in activity later today as Graham and Glen took the
opportunity to get out and do
some fishing. We did catch
some fish which were returned
to the sea. The extended
evening meal of steak and
chips took up some time
because the birthday boy,
Graham had brought along
some ‘fizzy’ so the relaxed chat
around the dining table went
on for a while.
We did eventually get back
to our stations and resumed operating on 80, 40, 30 and 20 metres.
Monday 20th May 2019
Checkout the clubs Facebook page (G0NWM) and the club’s website to see some
early morning visitors to the station, a small herd of Highland cattle. There were a few
anxious moments as they were walking through the guys holding up one of the
Hexbeam’s and a couple of the vertical antennas, coax had to be held down to
prevent it being dragged away as it was hooked around one of the cows hooves.
Anyway, they were persuaded to move on and the only damage suffered was to a
K9AY receiving antenna with the wire pulled out of one of the connectors and this
was soon fixed later in the day. Unfortunately, any thoughts of a lie in were well and
truly dashed this morning.
It was back to the radios to get some more contacts as we were just short of 2000
contacts this morning. Radio operations were steady throughout the day but
conditions aren’t brilliant and sometimes the noise on the bands becomes too much
to be able to operate comfortably.
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Tuesday 21st May 2019
Well today started out brighter than it has been for a few days although the wind
was fresh at times, it was nice to see sunshine.
Conditions were very much up and down again with the tally of QSO’s just over
3,200 in the evening. Today was the day that Graham M0GAE was initiated into FT8
and started to operate in this mode. It was quite difficult for him to decide whether to
read a book or make a cup of tea (or do both) while in the process of operating in this
mode. Joking aside, he did see that it was a good way to see how propagation was
working and how the antennas were performing. He also had to agree that contact
could be made with stations that we wouldn’t normally be able to make contact due
to the kilowatt scrum.
How many radio amateurs does
it take to operate a handheld
satellite antenna? Quite a few it
seems. This evening, we had a go
using a satellite antenna with two
people in the house passing
information out through the
window regarding heading and
elevation and two people outside,
one holding the antenna and the
other passing on the information
from the house. It was a bit of a
Stay away from the wires!!
comedy act at times but we did
manage to hear a satellite as it
passed over and two French amateurs were operating through it.
The highlight of our attempt to work satellites as dusk was descending was
watching the International Space Station racing across the sky. We couldn’t hear
anything coming from it but it was interesting to see.
Wednesday 22nd May 2019
Today started as usual, a bit cloudy and the bands weren’t as good this morning as
they were yesterday. We currently have 4,000 QSO’s in the log. Contacts were steadily
made throughout the day despite it being the worst so far regarding working
conditions. FT8 worked well through the day when it was difficult to work on CW or
SSB. The weather did improve in the afternoon and some of the team went out to see
the otters in the sea. By the end of the day we were just short of 5,000 QSO’s.
Thursday 23rd May 2019
Well this is our last full day before we head home tomorrow. Chris was up early
and he took us over the 5,000 QSO mark at the start of this last day. We will have to
take the antennas down this afternoon and start packing the stations away.
We ended up taking antennas down and packing the stations away from midmorning, Chris who has commitments tomorrow had to get an afternoon ferry to
make sure he was home in time. That left three of us.
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All the equipment was packed away at a leisurely pace and a relaxing evening was
spent chatting and debriefing how the week had gone with regards to what had
worked, what hadn’t and how we could improve in the future.
So, what did we learn from this mini DXpedition? The vertical antennas worked
well and will be a mainstay of any future trips.
The Hexbeam’s also
functioned well but we will not
be taking the standard Hex
away in the future. We lashed
the bottom of the mast with
tensioning straps to a
strategically placed post and
guyed the upper sections. The
down side to this was that the
antenna had to be positioned
in the direction that we
wanted to operate as we
couldn’t rotate it. The portable
Hexbeam was a better option
and worked extremely well as
we could rotate this antenna,
the storm cord option is a requirement that needs to be used with antenna out in the
open for the week.
Be realistic with what you can do and only promise to do what you can deliver. In
relation to social media, we did advertise being on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and
the club website. We did use Facebook and the website; Instagram was probably a bit
limited and we didn’t do anything on Twitter. We did say that we would do satellite
operating which didn’t happen although we did have a play around with it and
regarding FT8 operating we did state that we were going to be doing this in Fox and
Hound mode. But this didn’t materialise as the uptake was very low. So we ended up
on the standard FT8 frequencies for each band. FT8 is slow, time consuming and
lacked the ability to chat when needed. We feel that RTTY or PSK63 would be better
suited for a DXpedition and wonder if FT8 is having a detrimental effect on amateur
radio.
Overall everything seemed to go well; band conditions weren’t great but out of our
hands. The main thing was that we had a good week away with friends playing radio.
Friday 24th May 2019
Time to head home today. We set off for the ferry in the morning and boarded on
time to get back to the mainland. The journey home was straightforward and
uneventful which was good as there weren’t any problems with traffic or roadworks.
I hope you have enjoyed reading about our mini DXpedition to Mull.
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THE HISTORY OF DXCC-PART 2
WINO PAAS, PAØABM

This article first appeared in Focus – the journal of the First Class Operators’ Club.
The DXCC Pre-WW2 Entities List (1937)
"...the number of countries worked is increasingly becoming the criterion of excellence
among outstanding DX stations." (Clinton B. DeSoto, W1CBD, October 1935 QST)
ARRL had to do something with the proposal of W1CBD, Clinton. There should be
a List, mentioning all Rules, applying to the DX Century Club. But first of all there had
to be something of a Countries List, showing all countries from which you could get a
credit, and you had to show the proof of the contact, the QSL-card, to the A.R.R.L.
This fact did improve the QSL system.
Radio Call letters
In 1913, the Department of Commerce of the USA published a government
document, Radio Call Letters [C11.2:R115], which reported United States radio
station call letter policies, as of May 9, 1913.
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The distribution of call letters among
nations thus authorized was shown above for
the guidance of operators of all stations, ship
and shore, of the United States. As you can
see on the list, the prefix-block OAA - OFZ was
not assigned in 1913. And there was no
assignment for Australia. Australian stations
did use the prefix OA, as is proved in the QSL
card of Reverent R.J.R. Delbridge, OA4RJ.
However, the prefix OA was assigned to Peru.
Mister Delbridge later signed VK4RJ when the
prefix of Australia changed from OA to VK.
The First Countries List
ARRL started to produce an ARRL Countries List, and published this list in the
January, 1937, QST, together with the explanation how this countries-list was made.
(see below) Every DXer was invited to shoot at the list, making the list even more
complete.
Here is the published list.
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In February 1937, QST followed with a short explanation of the published list.
Note also that there are two countries using the same prefix, VP2, the Leeward
Islands, which include Antigua, and the Windward Islands, which include Grenada and
St. Lucia. Five countries use the prefix K6: Guam, (unofficial OM), Hawaii, Midway
Island, U.S. Samoa, and Wake Island. VK4 should not be passed up, since it can be
either Australia or Papua Territory.
In this first ARRL Countries list you can find more problems than expected. Also a
mistake got in the list.
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Zanzibar should have had the prefix ZK1 and not VK1. This was corrected in the
same issue of QST, February 1937. But this correction was done too fast. The second
correction (in a later issue of QST) listed Zanzibar without a prefix.
Strange names and prefixes
If you look to this first Countries List, you will see strange names for countries.
And you will see strange prefixes for known countries. Both country names and
prefixes have changed since the publication of this first list. In the next pages of this
story, cross-lists will be available to make things clear.
And some countries were listed without a prefix. Probably there was no hamactivity at all from this rare spots on the globe.
Worked All States (The WAS award)
Hams could also apply for the W.A.S. the Worked All States award. This award
was also not very easy to get. Up to July 1936, 348 awards found their way to the
hams who did apply for the award. Only six stations outside the United States got the
award; OA4J, K6CGK, XE2C, XE2N, K6MVV and VK6SA. The last one got number 346.
The call K6CGK was changed later in KH6IJ, a call familiar to most of the Old
Timers.

X2C was the call from XE2C in 1933.
Sometimes it was a hard job to find out the
country of the station that sent a QSL card. Many
more of these old QSL cards can be found on the
site of K8CX, www.hamgallery.com. Up to July
1936, no stations from Nevada, Oklahoma,
Oregon, South Carolina and Utah had applied for
the WAS award.
WAC growth
After December 1935 there was a tremendous
growth in the number of WAC certificates issued.
And even foreign countries like Germany, Great
Britain, and Australia had over a hundred hams
that obtained the WAC award.
Strange is the fact that no station from
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The countries with more than
50 WAC holders

Germany (D) got the WAC-Phone award. And the table shows two K6 totals, the first
one is the total from Hawaii (6), and the other one is from Guam (3).
Listed in the table are the W and VE districts, the American possessions, and the
countries with more than 50 WAC holders.
The WAC challenge was too easy. DXCC was needed, getting confirmation of at
least One Hundred Countries.
The concluding part of this story, charting the emergence of DXCC in 1937 will appear
in the next CDXC Digest.

IOTA NEWS
ROGER BALISTER-, G3KMA, IOTA PROGRAMME ADMINISTRATOR
Announcement of New IOTA Groups at Ham Radio Friedrichshafen
Following the decision to split the five yearly review of the IOTA
list into two parts, we announced the first tranche of six new IOTA
groups at the RSGB Convention, Milton Keynes on 14 October 2018
(see IOTA News, November 2018 Digest). The plan mentioned at the
time was to add the second tranche at Ham Radio Friedrichshafen in
June 2019. At the event’s IOTA Forum on Saturday 22 June, this took
place with the announcement of a further six new groups. The review has now
completed its work; the next one is scheduled for 2024.
These new groups have provisional numbers. This means that they will need to be
confirmed by an operation taking place after 22 June 2019 that meets the 1000 QSO
and other normal validation requirements. Only after confirmation of the group
number will credit for past operations be considered.
The addition of these six groups takes the total of groups that have confirmed or
provisional IOTA numbers to 1172. Of these 1131 have seen activity, the remaining
41 have not. The number of unnumbered groups remains at 33. A number of these
will be withdrawn in due course to keep within the programme cap of 1200 groups
set long ago by the Management Team as a firm policy decision.
AS-206 JA0, 1, 2, 7 Honshu’s Coastal Islands East, Japan (qualifying islands to be
added from Directory for these prefixes) 33o43–41o35N 136o00–142o15E. A new
group, created by splitting the current AS-117 Honshu’s Coastal Islands in accordance
with the ‘large island’ criterion that allows more than one coastal island group. There
has been considerable activity from both groups. The entry/title of AS-117 Honshu’s
Coastal Islands has been changed to JA3, 4, 9 Honshu’s Coastal Islands West with the
above-mentioned islands transferred to AS-206 and its co-ordinates box changed to
33o24–37o54N 130o00–137o38E.
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AS-207 R0K Chukchi Sea Coast Centre group, Chukotskiy Avtonomnyy Okrug,
Russia – Asia (=Kosa Dvukh Pilotov) 68o08–69o27N 178.00E-177.00W Valid for the
Arctic Islands Award. New ‘unofficial/coastal island group’, created by splitting the
current AS-174 Chukchi Sea Coast West group. There has been no known previous
amateur radio activity. This island does not currently appear in the listing for AS-174
Chukchi Sea Coast West group although it did many years back (it was deleted for
lack of a map). The latter’s new coordinates will be 69o27–70o00N 172.30-178.00E
but the name will not be changed.
OC-298 FO Tatakoto Atoll, Tuamotu Islands, French Polynesia (=Tatakoto)
17 15–17o25S 138o11–138o35W. New ‘remote island group’. This island was
previously part of OC-066 Tuamotu Archipelago but is separated from the other
islands in this large group by at least 154 km. There have been some four previous
operations. Tatakoto will be deleted from OC-066 Tuamotu Archipelago without any
change to the latter’s group name or co-ordinates.
o

OC-299 V6 Yap East group, State of Yap, FSM (=Elato, Lamotrek, Olimarao,
Pikelot, Satawal, West Fayu) 07o15–08o15N 145o40–147o45E. New ‘remote island
group’. These islands were previously part of OC-132 East Yap group but are
separated from the remaining islands in that group by at least 160.5 km. There has
been no known previous amateur radio activity. These islands will be deleted from
OC-132 East Yap group which will now consist of Eauripik, Faraulep, Gaferut, Ifalik
and Woleai and be renamed as Yap Centre group. Its new coordinates will be 6o35–
9o20N 142o55–145o40E.
OC-300 T31 McKean and Nikumaroro Atolls, Phoenix Islands, Central Kiribati,
Kiribati (=McKean, Nikumaroro) 02o30–05o00S 173o00–174o50W. New ‘remote
island group’. These islands were previously part of OC-043 Phoenix Islands but are
separated from the remaining islands in that group by at least 230 km. There has
been no known previous amateur radio activity. These islands will be deleted from
OC-043 Phoenix Islands which will now consist of Birnie, Enderbury, Kanton, Manra,
Orona and Rawaki. The latter’s new coordinates will be 02o30–05o00S 170o25–
173o00W.
SA-101 CE0 Alejandro Selkirk Island, Juan Fernandez Archipelago, Chile
(=Alejandro Selkirk) 33º35–33º55S 080º35–081º00W. New ‘remote island group’.
This island was previously part of SA-005 Juan Fernandez Archipelago but is
separated from the remaining islands in that group by some 159 km. There has been
no known previous amateur radio activity. This island will be deleted from SA-005
group which will now consist of Robinson Crusoe and Santa Clara and be renamed as
Juan Fernandez Archipelago (Robinson Crusoe Island). Its new coordinates will be
33º30–33º50S 078º40–079º05W.
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THE CDXC DIGITAL DIARY
ROGER COOKE, G3LDI
RTTY DXCC TABLE - ALL-TIME SCORES
I guess that propagation has taken its toll on scores. The sun
certainly has not got his hat on! The surface is completely blank as I
write this, the bands are devoid of DX and the only real activity is on
the JT modes. I think this will have to run its course before people
start to get fed up with slot filling and return to more normal radio
modes. Even CQs on RTTY or CW seem to either not be heard or are
simply transmitting to thin air.
Some are resorting to auto-mode, leaving the gear on while out shopping,
gardening, or whatever, and just calling into the shack to see what the computer has
worked! This reminds me of the days of Packet Radio. However, at least with Packet
the BBS did serve a useful purpose with users downloading files, newsletters,
propagation forecasts, or simply mail. I just cannot see the point of any automatic
mode that will be allowed for DXCC etc. It simply makes operator skill and
perseverance completely redundant. To use my favourite musical analogy, it is like
somebody “playing” a pianola. All you need to know is how to switch it on and push
the right button to play the tune you require, not much skill or satisfaction in that!
However, this does seem to be the way things are “progressing” so it’s like
Marmite, love it or hate it. I am not so much of a hypocrite that I WON’T use JT
modes but at least I will be there when I work the DX. I would be happier if there
were some meaningful rag-chew type contacts going on as well.
NAME / CALL SIGN
STEVE
N3SL
DICK
PA3FQA
TONY
IK0OZD
JAN
DJ8NK
BERNIE
W3UR
ALEX
YO9HP
TOM
GM4FDM
IAN
G3KZR
LIONEL
G5LP
RONALD PA3EWP
DON
G3XTT
ANDY
G3SVD
VILNIS
YL2KF
DAI
MW0CRI
JOHN
GW4SKA
NAND
VU2NKS
PHIL
GU0SUP
TONY
WA4JQS

WKD
346
339
346
337
336
332
324
323
321
314
317
307
314
302
301
293
289

CFMD
346
339
337
337
333
332
323
323
321
313
311
307
306
304
301
299
292
270

NAME / CALL SIGN
ROGER
G3LDI
RICH
W3ACO
MIKE
VP8NO
DAVID
G3YYD
AL
GW3SFC
PHIL
G4OBK
FRANK
G3YQA

WKD
284
253
267
273
240
263
243

CFMD
268
253
252
247
238
234
225

GERRY

225

216

226
222
231
190
171
162
169
131
118
216

211
208
207
162
159
158
152
120
108
79

M0VAA/M7V

PHIL
ZL3PAH
JOHN
G7SSE
FRED
G3YJQ
GORDON G3PXT
CHRIS/G8APB aka M0A
ANDREW G8GNI
KEITH
G6NHU
PHIL
M0VSE
BRIAN
G3VGZ
PETER
G3VPS
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RTTY is being deserted as a “normal” mode for QSOs and looks like we might even
lose it! FT8 has taken over on 14090 to 14099 now. Is this permanent? Has it been
condoned and approved by the band planners? Are we, as RTTY operators, accepting
this? If so, are the RTTY-ers now abandoning RTTY as one of the normal modes?
Trying to have anything but the now standard, and obnoxious, 5nn 73 “QSO” in order
to fill slots, is virtually impossible.
I had one update this month. It was from Jan DJ8NK (also
G0VNK). I did receive his update a month ago and omitted to
include it! Profuse apologies to Jan, quite unintentional of course.
I have included it this month.
RTTY used to be a specialist mode of course, but there is
nothing special about it now, so perhaps that is the reason. Being
“old school” the jingle-bells still have certain nostalgia with oldies
like me!
BARTG Contests + HF Championship
Our Contest Manageress Simone M0BOX posted the following on the BARTG web
site. This goes to prove that in the main contests, the RTTY-ers are still about! Since
John GW4SKA entered the 100w section, he has cleaned up quite nicely!
“The BARTG HF 2019 competition attracted a total of 790 entrants resulting in a
grand total of 107623 QSOs claimed. The contest is well supported by those who do
not enter but give away valuable points to the entrants. A total of 23359 QSOs were
made by those stations.
This contest is the second of our four test season and is the major event in our
calendar with sections to suit all tastes. The introduction of the 100w section has
proved to be hugely popular attracting 251 entrants whilst our QRP section attracted
only 23. Conditions for the event were not the best. 10m was not on form and no
entries were received for this band in the single band sections.
Our congratulations go to the winners of each section and those in the SOAB and
SOE sections will have their entries automatically placed in the 2019 Championship
Table.”
Take a look at the entries yourself at this URL:
https://bartg.rsgbcc.org/cgi-bin/readcal.pl
http://bartg.rsgbcc.org/cgi-bin/bartg/hfresults.pl?Contest=BARTG%20HF%20Contest&year=2019

BARTG Sprint75
This is the next in the BARTG calendar. It takes place on Sunday 15th September
17:00z to 20:59z. Only four hours but it’s fast and furious, depending on propagation
of course! As usual, don’t forget it is 75Baud and it IS a sprint, hence NO RST needed!
Please modify your macros.
Rules here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1duX89Ueoq-X2d1sdhlUZ3D2hIEdPRnbt/view
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GB60ATG
How time flies when you are having fun! It does not seem 60 years ago that
BARTG was founded, nor indeed does it seem ten years ago since we celebrated
GB50ATG, our golden anniversary. However, it certainly IS the case, and now we are
celebrating our diamond anniversary!
So, as from July 1st through the year to June 30th 2020, G60ATG will be on the air
from locations over the UK. Please watch out for the call and work it if you can, RTTY
of course. There will be special QSL cards, certificates to be gained and so on.
Announcements will be made in various places, including here as the year progresses,
so please let me know what you achieve.
News, DX, Activities and, of course, the JT modes!
I put out a plea for input on the CDXC reflector and did get a few replies, so here
goes:
Paul MM0ZBH sent the following piece.
It’s not the freshest news and I meant to email sooner but as part of the CDXC LF
challenge in March I decided to spend a month on FT8 and nothing else focusing on
40M.
End result was a over 850 contacts and 102 DXCC including Mongolia, China,
Japan, New Zealand, Australia, Falkland Islands, Mauritius, Antarctica, Indonesia plus
plenty of South and North America. I operated mainly via my iPad remotely to the
shack in the loft to maximise time on the air so I could get in sessions before work,
before bed or anytime I had a spare five mins just to keep track of who I had worked
and new DXCC made life a little easier to get the numbers up.
The station here is nothing fancy with a ground mounted vertical and about 150w
out. What was really surprising was the reliability of the openings on 40m with VK/ZL
and JA workable most mornings and South America every evening. So what did I get
out of it? 5th place on the CDXC LF Data Challenge, my DXCC Data confirmed total
shot up nicely to 99, I learnt a lot about 40m I would not have had time to operating
on CW or Phone, plus I learnt FT8 is great for short adhoc sessions but not something I
would do if I was physically in the shack when CW or Phone would be the choice. A
month on FT8 was fun but I will give it a few months rest before the next heavy stint
again.
Gordon G3PZT has been busy as usual!
Since 30th May I have been running GB19SL with over 6500 contacts to date:
17m FT8:PY5DD, JE1HPW, JH6VXP, JR3TOE,
20m FT8: LU2JCW, LU4ERS, LU4VS, LU5VV,4K6OF, CP6UA, XT2SE, BD6RN,BH1TSU, HK3JJH, HI8DL,
VU2IBI, VU2RAJ, VU2ESV, VU3VRL, VU3WEW, YB2BZ, YB5PZ, YB5OZ, YC0OOW, YF0TUR, JE4CIL,
OD5TX, OD5ZF (PSK63), V51MA, YN1ECF, DU7EYG, S9A, PZ5RA (PSK63), E20WXA, 9M2TDX
40m FT8 :VK6GC, VK7AC, OO5XA, PY1SX, HI8CQ, TR8CA, XE1SPK, WP4LJU
80m FT8: WP4KMB
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GB19SL has been mostly in run mode so the DX above have called me. I have worked
104 DXCC, Software mostly MSHV in multi answering mode with five slots with
400w, TS590sg, ACOM1500 amp also 2nd TX 100w.
Finally, a preview of my new glassfronted amateur station, using the Flex 6600.
This is a serious change from my old FT2000, but it keeps the brain active!

OK, I have started it, so let’s see some of your station pics.
Please send reports and pictures to roger@g3ldi.co.uk
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art 1 of this article may
have given the impression
that 23cm is only used
for working DX. This is not
true and there are many voice
repeaters, TV repeaters, beacons and data
repeaters on the band.
The TV repeaters include both traditional Wideband FM and digital types. The
width of the band means that it is practical to have wideband FM TV transmit and
receive within the band. The same is true
for digital ATV. To accommodate the wideband signals, TV repeater outputs use the
part of the band between 1300MHz and
1325MHz, with inputs towards the bottom
of the 23cm allocation. Simplex operation
is centred around 1255MHz.
Before the widespread adoption of
digital satellite TV, when FM based satellite
broadcast TV dominated, it was possible
to buy one of several suitable FM ATV
receivers. Since the widespread adoption
of digital satellite TV (Sky, Freesat) in the
UK, it has become very much harder to
find analogue FM set-top boxes. Most settop boxes, when used for amateur radio,
benefitted from the use of a low noise
masthead preamplifier.
There were several FM TV transmitters
available in the past, often using modules
originally designed for short range video
surveillance links. To these radio amateur
TV enthusiasts added power amplifiers
using a variety of amplifier modules or
complete, ready-built amplifiers. Using a
good antenna and 10 to 50W of RF output,
it was possible to view and access FM
ATV repeaters up to between 30 and 50km
away. During a lift in conditions it was
possible to access TV repeaters (or work
simplex) over more than 100km.
Although, from my QTH in Suffolk, most
of the wideband FM ATV activity seems
to have disappeared, there may still be
pockets of FM ATV activity around the UK.
In the last few years 5.7GHz FPV (First
Person Video) equipment has become
available at low cost and this has tended
to replace much of the 23cm analogue TV
activity.
Many of the FM mobile and handheld transceivers listed below have been
used to access 23cm FM voice repeaters. Even the well-sited voice repeaters
never seemed to get a great deal of use
and many have been taken out of service.
Perhaps because of this, there have been
few 23cm FM-only transceivers available
for several years.
Simplex operation, using 23cm FM, has

23cm, The Next
Band Up? (Part 2)
Sam Jewell G4DDK continues his introduction to the 23cm
band, discussing equipment and antennas.

Fig. 1: The new IC-9700.

tended to be very short range but works
well in built-up areas due to reflected
signals penetrating localities that signals
on the lower bands fail to reach. For many
years WA5VJB and myself used a pair of
Yaesu FT-911 handheld transceivers to
keep in touch around the halls and into the
flea market area of the Dayton Hamvention. For this, 23cm worked extremely well.
We also used commercial 2.4GHz spread
spectrum transceivers on one occasion,
but 23cm FM was, surprisingly, far more
effective in that situation.
D-STAR DD (digital data) transceivers
and repeaters also use 23cm. Again, these
have not been so popular, although the
introduction of the new Icom IC-9700 may
soon change this situation.

Transceivers
Currently the only 23cm equipped multimode (AM, AM, SSB and CW + digital
capable) transceiver from the ‘big three’
(Icom, Kenwood and Yaesu) is the Icom
IC-9100. The IC-9700, Fig. 1, includes
23cm and is eagerly awaited as I write this.

It may be available in the UK by the time
this appears in print. There are currently no
mobile or handheld 23cm FM transceivers
available from Icom.
Kenwood no longer manufacture a multimode transceiver with 23cm capability.
The TS2000X, Fig. 2, was the popular multiband transceiver available with a 23cm
option. There are still several TS2000X
available from dealers, if you search carefully. Kenwood no longer list a handheld or
mobile 23cm transceiver, either FM-only or
multimode.
Yaesu does not list a current transceiver
for 23cm.
What is disappointing is that all these
companies have previously made transceivers that were exclusively 23cm or
incorporated 23cm as one of the bands
covered.
The good news is that there are still
many used transceivers to be found by
careful searching on dealers used lists, on
one of the popular on-line sales sites or
from private sales. Ones to look out for are
the:
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• Kenwood: TS-2000X, TS-790 with UT-10
module, TM-741 (FM), TM-541 (FM), TH-59
(FM).
• Icom: IC-910X, IC-970, IC-1271, IC1275, IC-1200 (FM), IC-1210 (FM), IC-901
(FM), IC-T81.
• Yaesu: FT-736R with 23cm module, FT2312R (FM), FT-911 (FM).
• Alinco: DJ-G7 (FM handheld).

The SDR on 23cm
SDR (Software Defined Radio) is an exciting area of development, particularly for
23cm and above. SDR single-chip transceiver development boards are already
capable of operation beyond the 5.7GHz
amateur band.
The traditional transceiver, up to and
including 23cm, has been based on the
superheterodyne (superhet) architecture.
That is a mixer and local oscillator down to
a low frequency intermediate frequency (IF)
amplifier and demodulator. This architecture relies on the use of a narrow filter (usually a crystal filter) following the first mixer
in order to protect the following stages
from strong adjacent signals that could
cause one of several serious impairments
to reception of a wanted signal. The use
of narrowband crystal filters and a lack of
very wide DSP-based IF has constrained
operation to narrowband modes such as
CW and SSB.
The use of SDR technology, with
suitable software, will allow the development of new voice and data weak signal
modes employing much higher bandwidths
having as good, if not better, weak signal
performance as the current weak signal
modes but with much less susceptibility to
interference of various sorts.
Currently, SDR based transceivers (and
receive only) are being used as an alternative to conventional transceivers but that
will change. A few digital TV uses have
already emerged based on the Analogue
Devices ADALM Pluto and Line Microsystems LIMESDR development boards
among others.

Transverters
As an alternative to a transceiver with
23cm capability, your HF or preferably
144MHz transceiver, can be used with a
transverter. Colloquially, the transceiver
used with the transverter is known as the
‘IF’ radio.
A transverter is two frequency converters in one unit, with a common local oscillator. One frequency converter receives
signals on the 23cm band while the other

Fig. 2: The Kenwood TS-2000X was a popular route to 23cm operation for many years.

Fig. 3: Kuhne electronic 23cm transverter

converter generates the 23cm transmit signal. The difference, apart from the direction
of signal flow, is that the receive converter
needs to have a low noise figure (it needs
to be sensitive) in order to take advantage
of the low noise at 23cm. The transmit
converter converts the IF signal to 23cm
where it is filtered to remove unwanted
products from the frequency conversion.
The wanted signal is then amplified up
to, typically, 10 or 20W output. Often a
higher power amplifier will be added to the
transverter output to reach a power output
of 100W or more.
Transverters for 23cm are currently
available from German company Kuhne
Electronics GmbH in either kit or built
form, Fig. 3. Down East Microwave Inc. of
the USA also manufactures a 23cm band
transverter. Australian Minikits list several
transverter kits. One of the most popular
23cm transverters is manufactured by SG
Labs in Bulgaria. Paul Wade W1GHZ has

designed a nice no-tune transverter and
PCB boards for this are available from
Paul.
All these transverters will produce an
excellent transmit signal on the band, with
very sensitive receivers.
If more transmit power is required, then
an add-on power amplifier is needed. In
the last few years very high power 23cm
amplifiers, using RF MOS transistor technology, has become available. By combining several of these solid-state power
amplifiers (SSPA, Fig. 4), output power
in excess of 1kW is now possible if your
pockets are deep enough. Most enthusiasts opt for power levels of around 100W
to maybe 200W.
Amplifier modules are available
from Kuhne Electronic GmbH, PE1RKI,
WA6PQL and SM4DHN as well as the
Gemini 23 from The DX Shop, Fig. 5. There
are, of course, several build-it-yourself
designs, including a very good design from
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W

hy operate
demonstration/
exhibition stations?
There are two main
reasons. Firstly, it’s a
very effective way of making the general
public aware of amateur radio. It seems
to me there is less a lack of interest in
our hobby than a lack of awareness of it.
Visitors to demonstration stations often
comment on a former relative listening or
being involved and offer remarks such as
“I didn’t know it still went on!” Secondly,
it’s enjoyable to operate from attractive or
unusual locations.

Visibility
The ﬁrst objective is to be seen, which
requires going out to meet the public.
While an individual operating portable
is ﬁne, the operator is likely to be
preoccupied with operating and not able
or willing to give visitors enough attention,
and that’s vital for raising public interest.

WOLFWAVE
Review

The LZ-130
Story

We put this handy
accessory to the test

A radio spy that almost
doomed Britain
ISSN 0141-0857

RBNSpyBox | Digital Data Refresher | Moonraker In Focus | HF Highlights | News
World of VHF | Data Modes | Doing it by Design | News from Dayton | Book Store

Colin Redwood G6MXL looks at demonstration, or
exhibition, stations, making use of extensive notes from
his friend Alan Walker G4UWS who has run numerous
such stations over the last decade.

balding heads, they’re not impressed.
The same applies to the backs of rigs
and fronts of stern operators. There is no
universal solution. It has to be a question
of looking from the way visitors approach.
One way is to have the operating table
side-on to visitors so they at least see the
operator’s proﬁle. Most necks can manage
a 90° turn to smile.
A variation on this, so the visitor sees a
face, is for the operator also to be side-on
to the rig. You may wish to show visitors
your log to demonstrate where you’ve
reached. Try to keep the wiring tidy, Fig.
3. A rat’s nest of wires behind the rig looks
dauntingly complex to the uninitiated. For
the operator, headphones are helpful but
not ones that necessitate lip reading of
questions. Another point, which I hope will
not offend anyone: visitors noticing one
of our members actively taking part while
wearing dark glasses and with his white
stick clearly visible makes a point about
the hobby more effectively than words.

Attracting Visitors

Lighting

It is far more effective to make fewer radio
contacts and talk with visitors than make
many contacts as potential visitors walk
past. I’ve found that a club station with
a mix of operators and explainers works
well. The operators spend most of their
time operating while explainers bring the
visitors in and explain what is going on.
It’s worth considering who does what.
Personality can be an important point.
A ‘bringer inner’ has to be comfortable
spotting someone at a distance, strolling
out to meet them, and gently inviting/
coaxing them in to take a closer look.
Visitors don’t come in of their own accord
and don’t like to intrude on what is going
on.
Chatting to a visitor may be limited to
a brief mention of amateur radio before
the visitor moves on. Some visitors may
show some interest and willingness to
discover more. Explain what is happening
and what can be done, hand out a leaﬂet,
talk at length and invite them to a club
meeting. Either way the visitor is now
aware of the hobby. At this stage there is a
need to sense when to release the visitor.
Too much ‘sales’ talk can irritate and do
harm. Never blind a visitor with science or
jargon.

From a distance, especially on a sunny
day, a bottle green gazebo with three sides
in place can look gloomy and uninviting.
Weather permitting, don’t bother with the
sides, and generous general overhead
lighting makes the station more inviting.
I’ve not tried them yet but I suspect LED
security lights might be better than others.
Having said that, on one occasion a host
provided the most magniﬁcent white tent
my club has ever used. Even with three
sides having to remain in place it remained
so bright inside that no extra lighting was
needed.

Outside Display Materials
There is another way of catching the
attention of passers-by: display material.
My local club has a few 60 x 120cm

Display until
11th July 2019

Exhibition
Stations
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Club Members

Fig. 1: A-boards provide a simple way of presenting some basic information about amateur radio to attract
visitors to ﬁnd out more. Fig. 2: Feather banners take up little space and make a club’s presence very visible.

‘A’ boards, Fig. 1. They are made of
hardboard with stiffeners simply linked
at the top so the boards can fold over
and protect each other in storage. Each
face has colourful brief notes about an
aspect of amateur radio. The passer-by
stops to see what it’s about and the club’s
‘bringer-in’ approaches as they look up.
With careful placing, the boards can act
like a funnel, leading visitors towards
what is going on. The club also has a

pair of 5m-high ‘feather’ banners, Fig. 2,
announcing who we are. These are made
of rip-stop nylon (available from sail and
hot air balloon makers and sometimes
other suppliers) and mounted on ﬁbreglass
roach poles.

Operators & Equipment
Careful placing also applies to operators
and rigs. If the thing most obvious to an
approaching visitor is a row of backs and
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The most important thing is an ample
supply of club members to answer
questions, explain, discuss and simply
converse. Bear in mind that club members
and visitors all take up space − a
congested gazebo can drive people away.
It may be helpful to move outside, perhaps
to show the antenna, or use a larger
gazebo!

Exhibition Materials
You’ll need visible things to discuss.
Pictures, charts and posters offer a better
background than the station itself. At one
station a satellite tracking antenna was a
great hit. At another, examples of home
construction raised signiﬁcant interest:
various QRP rigs, a crystal set, a Morse
key made from two paper clips. Ideally

Fig. 3: Tidy wiring creates a good impression with visitors. (Photo: Tex Swann G1TEX)

something could be under construction at
the time but this needs careful planning
because components are easily dropped
and impossible to ﬁnd in grass. I’ve also
known a tool to vanish when stafﬁng was
limited. Another way could be showing
both completed and partially constructed
projects. For children, something to
take away would be helpful. My club is
considering developing a few kits saleable
for a pound or two; perhaps a continuity
tester or a Morse oscillator − something
simple but useful.
If your club is RSGB Afﬁliated, RSGB
HQ can normally provide leaﬂets that
explain amateur radio (and your Afﬁliated
status means that you automatically have
third-party insurance in place too).

understanding to grasp what amateur
radio is about. If they have a taste for
making or ﬁddling with things, it can be
a link to them. Very few may develop
enough immediate interest to come to club
meetings. What matters is that they have
an awareness implanted for a lifetime.
All of them will become more concerned
with exams, college/uni/apprenticeship,
courting and starting a family but as their
children grow they will have time for that
recollection to re-emerge (especially if they
see another demonstration station). This is
where the long-term investment matures.
Who knows, a young visitor may be an
amateur’s future neighbour, for example,
whose support may be sought for a
planning application for an antenna.

Children

Choosing a Venue and Site Visits

Some claim computer-savvy children will
be bored by Morse. Not so! A code with
which to communicate ‘in secret’ goes
down really well. My club’s most senior
member does a little item where children
(and some parents) use a crib sheet to
receive his name in Morse and send theirs,
Fig. 4. They leave with a certiﬁcate, Fig.
5, and a memory that may come back
in as much as 30 years’ time. These
events need to be considered long-term
investments in the future of our hobby.
Children in their teens are likely to be
sufﬁciently informed and have enough

I am thinking mainly of a station in a tent
or gazebo outdoors. Where do you put
the demonstration/exhibition station? This
raises questions such as:
• Where will you enjoy it being?
• Where is it convenient?
• Where will people see the station?
• Where will you be permitted to put it?
• Where is suitable?
• Can we afford to put it there?
You should always check a site before
booking. My club booked an expensive
and prestigious location of historic radio
interest for use with a special event
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Get the best out of your radio with...
...a bhi DSP noise cancelling product!

bhi

ParaPro EQ20 audio DSP range with parametric equalisation
- 20W audio and parametric equalisation on all units
- Powerful high-performance audio processing system
- Precise audio adjustment to compensate for hearing loss
- DSP noise cancelling and Bluetooth versions
- Simple control of all DSP functions
- Two separate mono inputs or one stereo input
- Use with passive speakers or headphones
- Fine-tune the audio to maximise your enjoyment
- Four models EQ20, EQ20B, EQ20-DSP, EQ20B-DSP

Boost your receive audio to suit your ears!

High-performance audio processing...
...with world-class DSP noise cancelling...
...for a great listening experience

Dual In-Line

Compact In-Line

Fully featured flexible dual channel DSP
noise cancelling unit - 8 Filter levels 9 to
40dB - 3.5mm mono or stereo inputs - Line level
input/output - 7 watts mono speaker output Headphone socket - Suitable for all types of
radio incl’ SDR - Easy to use controls for quick
and easy operation - Enjoy clear intelligble
“noise-free”speech from your radio
- Replacement for bhi NEIM1031 In-Line

DSPKR
10W amplified DSP noise
cancelling speaker
- Simple control
- 8 filter levels
- Separate volume control
- Input overload LED
- Headphone socket
- Supplied with user manual
and fused DC power lead

bhi Ltd, 22 Woolven Close
Burgess Hill, RH15 9RR, UK

Easy to use
in-line DSP
noise cancelling
unit with
simple rotary
encoder control
of audio and
functions
- Powerful high-performance audio processor
- Unique DSP noise cancelling technology
- Remove noise and interference - Hear weak signals clearly
- Rotary encoders perform all functions
- Easy to use with “real time” adjustment
- Use with headphones or a loudspeaker
- 3.5mm line level and speaker level inputs

DESKTOP
10W Amplified
DSP noise
cancelling base
station speaker
- Easy to use controls
- 8 DSP filter levels
- “Real time” audio
adjustment
- Suitable for all
radios incl’ SDR
- Headphone socket
- Speaker level and
separate line
level input sockets

Tel: 01444 870333 www.bhi-ltd.com
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Performance Exceeding Expectations

The most rewarding results often take place when faced with the harshest and most
challenging conditions. There are enthusiasts who know this all too well because of
their love of HF. KENWOOD has the answer. Achieve results through certainty and
not circumstance. Delivered through the impeccable receiver and audio performance.
This is our offering to you.
Top-class basic receiving performance
3 kinds of dynamic range make for top-class performance.

4 kinds of built-in roofing filters
500Hz / 2.7kHz / 6kHz / 15kHz (270Hz Option)

7 inch Color TFT Display
Third order intermodulation Dynamic Range (3rd IMDR) 110dB*
Reciprocal Mixing Dynamic Range (RMDR) 114dB*
Blocking Dynamic Range (BDR) 150dB*

Roofing frequency sampling band scope
Band scope auto-scroll mode
Multi-information display including filter scope

* Values are measured examples. (2kHz spacing:14.1 MHz, CW, BW 500 Hz, Pre Amp OFF)

Full Down Conversion RX
High Carrier to Noise Ratio 1st LO

Clean and tough 100W* output
*50W/70MHz

Built-in high-speed automatic antenna tuner

H-mode mixer
32-bit floating-point DSP for RX/TX and Bandscope

JVCKENWOOD U.K. Limited, 12 Priestley Way, London, NW2 7BA, United Kingdom

www.kenwoodcommunications.co.uk

ML&S - The World Famous Ham Radio Store

0345 2300 599

SAFE ONLINE SHOPPING
Shopping online with ML&S is safe
and secure. E&OE

Web: www.HamRadio.co.uk

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER AND
FACEBOOK

HamRadioUK

Martin Lynch & Sons Ltd. Wessex House, Drake Avenue, Staines, Middlesex TW18 2AP. E-mail: sales@hamradio.co.uk
Opening Hours: Mon - Fri: 8.30am to 5pm. Sat: 9am to 4.30pm. International Tel: +44 1932 567 333

NEW PRODUCTS
IN STORE NOW
HAIRUI SOLDERING WORKSTATIONS
HAIRUI 936D+
Entry level Desk top solder station. Digital
display with variable temperature. £39.95
HAIRUI 9310D
Lead-free intelligent Custom Soldering
Station with 200deg-480deg temp
control. £65.95
HAIRUI 863D
Three-in-one re-workstation. Blower
gun for SMD rework, separate soldering
iron, auto-shut-off to protect heating
element. £104.95

For the full range see
www.HamRadio.co.uk/HAIRUI
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